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By George Holland
In the two  previous  issues  of 0#  Wro#td j4rt:fe¢co/ogisf

George Rohrer has entertained us with a very interesting
tour of the caves of Southern France  and Spain.  He has
piqued  our  interest  somewhat,  and  with  this  story  we
would like to take that interest a step farther into the realm
of archaeology and writing.

Certainly cave art is the precursor to writing, just as
our children's first writing was a stick figure of dad with
long strings  of straight hair coming out of the top of his
circle-shaped head.

During  the  years   1982-88  Venda,   a  self-governing
country within the Republic of South Affica,  produced a
series  of four-stamps  per year with the theme History of
Writing. We will use that series almost exclusively in this
article  and  use,  also,  most  of the  resource  material  pro-
vided on the inserts in the first day covers of the sets.

Pictured above is the first set in the series, issued June
15,  1982, Scott 60-63.

The  first  prehistoric  rock-paintings  to  be  discovered
were those found at Altamira in Southern Spain in  1879
(Scott 60,  8c value above). In these 20,000-year-old paint-
ings Stone Age hunters left a pictorial commentary of their
daily activities. These paintings are examples of man's first
attempts at expressing his thoughts and feelings in a time-
less form.

Visual means of communicating with the help of ob-
jects are well-known and almost unlimited.  An example of

communication by means of a system of mnemonic signs is
the  "quipu"  writing  of the Peruvian Incas  in which  ac-
counts   concerning   objects   and  beings   were   recorded
through different knots  in  strings  of various  lengths  and
colors. Writing however, is expressed, not by objects them-
selves,  but  by  specific  signs  and  marks  drawn,  painted,
scratched or incised on objects and other materials.

Throughout  Southern  Africa,   Europe   and  North
America, Paleolithic man left his  marks  on rocks and in
caves.  For primitive  man  a picture  satisfied,  in  a  crude
way, the needs fuffiued in modem times by writing. Such
pictures or series of pictures normally had no clear connec-
tion with any linguistic form.

Drawn or painted pictures are known as pctrograms,
Coutined on Page Four
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slmNO  THE  DINT
Many thanks to George Rohrer and Eileen Meier for contributing their

arddes for this issue. We have expanded a tittle on George's cave paindngs
with a short history of writing using stamps from Venda.

This issue begins a trial bid board of archaeology-on-stamps that have
been sent to me by my new issue dealer. I do not couect many archaeology
topics so those that I don't need become available to you after I fill some
space in the newsletter with them. I do not receive any compensation from
the sale of these stamps -au checks will be made to the OWASU treasurer.
I'u just list them, receive the bids, send the item out to the high bidder.

And in the next issue we'n start a want/for sale list for those of you
looking for particular topicals, or have some excess for sale. So send a list to
the editor and it will be printed.

We'll also start a fist of those of us who have archaeological books that
we  would  be  willing to  share with  another  member,  providing  the  other
member pays the book rate, etc.

And if that isn't enough new stuff - we'n start an e-mail directory of
members so that we may talk to each other on a more curent basis. The
e-mail addresses will only be listed with the pemission of the member.

We keep tr}ring to get more readers  involved with this  newsletter,  so
please  send  in  your  comments  or  snggestions.  Criticism  is  OK  -  your
opinions are as good -maybe better -than mine.

Wlth apologies to I+inn's and John Hotehner . . .
Our  archaeological  father  and  museum  benefactor,  Heinrich  Schlie-

mann,  condnues  to take  some  heavy barrages  from book  publishers  and
others. Paricularty suspect are his archaeology mthods and the ways and
means to get his finds into ente places, and now - OWASU President Merle
Farington, in his column on the next page, tens us that the treasures of Troy
may have been a thousand miles away in some Scandinavian country. So the
plot thickens .  . . did H.S. travel north to the cold clime with the beautiful
Sophia to dig up the treasure and then ten us it was found in Greece? That
way he could keep the site a Secret, drop some stuff at the British Museum,
take some of the rest to Greece, plant it and then re-find it.

Anyway (the editor does digress) . . . on John Hotchner's page in Linn's
he usually shows a stamp with avoice box frawn in for the reader to fill in
some  snappy  saying.  Here's  your chance to  be  a cartoonist.  Given what
Merle says,  and all the other troubles Heinrich has gone through,  and the
downtrodden look on his face in the joint issue between Greece and Ger-
many  .  .  .  what  do you think he's
saying? Send in your ideas and we'n
pubrish some of them.

And back to reality, we do owe
Schliemarm a great debt of gratitude
for  giving  this  great  discipnne  we
enjoy a tremendous shot in the am.

E+t*HNEHH fiHas#%FrfeTifi
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Met.legs MELsings . . .
I recently leaned of a book written and published

in  Ita.Iian  -  "Oremo  nel  Baltico:  Sagglo  suua  Ge-
ographia Omerica" by Fnce Vince, or "Homer in the
Baltic: Essay on Homeric Geography".   The premise
is  that the Trojan  War was  fought in  Scandinavian
waters.

From  Books  XI  through  XVIII of the  mad,  we
read that the battle lasted through two noons and a
night  without  benefit  of  darkness.  This  could  not
happen  in  the  Mediterranean  area.  The  cfimate  of
northern Europe during the latter part of the second
millennium BCE was mild enough to support a major
Bronze Age culture. In Scandinavia, there is a Lamoj,
similar to  Circe's Lamos;  there is  a Sipfia,  similar to
King Tantalus' Mount Sipylus;  there is  a Hogoyged,
similar  to  Calypso's  Ogygia,  plus  many  other  geo-
graphical similarities.

I  am  sure  that  Schnemann  would  be  disap-
pointed to lean that he could have been a thousand
miles away from the "real" Troy, but there should be
some interesting discussions in archaeological circles
about this topic for many years to come. I believe it
was about 100 years ago that Evans brought Knossos

-    to  light and changed the way people viewed Mediter-
ranean cultures. What a great way to start each new
century - stirring up the estabfishment. Let us hope
that we are never too set in our ways to accept new
ideas, when proven.

Meth Fdrm~
President, OWASU

An u|)date for membel.s . . .
A. We have just completed a major change in the

elected and appointed officers of OWASU. We are au
grateful to Eileen, David, and Heinz for being the glue
that held us together for many years. The new board is
looking  at  an  upgrade  of the  Bylaws  of OWASU,
which haven't changed  in  twenty years.  Suggestions
from  all  members  relative  to  what  you  think  the
Bylaws  should contain are welcome.  Please whte to
me  or  E-mafl  me  with  your  opinions.  Also,  if you
have any suggestions about the suggested direction of
OWASU in the next 5 years, add that to your note.

8.  There  is  a  possibility  that  OWASU  and  the
Meso-American Arch.  Study Unit,  and possibly one
other unit may enter into merger discussions. To best
serve  au  members,  how  do  you  think  we  should
consolidate:  a) bylaws,  b)  officers,  c)  newsletters,  d)
long-term  goals?  Again,  please  write  or  E-mad  me
with your opinions.

C.  In  the March  issue,  George  mentioned  Auc-
tions and Classified Ads.   Do we have any volunteers
to assist George if he needs help with these topics? Is
there a need for a "Publication(s) Needed" column to
help members find a special book or article, in order to
research an archaeology topic? Each of us has proba-
bly accumulated some specialized texts over the years
that cannot be found readily by others. If the person in
need pays for postage both ways, would you loan out
a book or two from your library?

D. Fran Adams has been working with MASU in
Ca.Iifomia  to  sponsor joint  meetings  at  some  stamp
shows  to  talk  archaeology  and  to  promote  our  two
Study Units.

Currently  scheduled  is  a joint  meeting  at  2:00
p.in.,  Sunday,  July  16  at WORLD  STAMP  EXPO
2000  in  Anaheim,  California.  A  seminar  has  been
planned to fouow this  meeting.  The logo below was
used in the recent issue of Cbcz2ar F!.fofg'/ir#,  newsletter
of MASU, edited by Chris Moser.

A joint MASU-OWASU meeting is set for Satur-
day,  August 26th,  at  3:00  p.in.  at the  APS  Annual
Meeting  in  Providence.  Is  anyone  in  the  South  or
Midwest willing to host a meeting or joint meeting in
your area at a stamp show?
Election is ofr]cial

Heinz Schwinge reports that the fouowing officers
and board members have been elected:

Pres idem t:                      Merle F arrington
Secretary-Treasurer:    Eileen Meier
Directors :                      Francis Adams

Irene F. Moose
Caroline V. Scarmen
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The archaeology of writing
Continued fran Page the
and incised  or carved pictures  as  petroglyphs.  These pic-
tures usuany depict humans and animals in their varying
relationships with each other, as found in Bushman paint-
ings (Scott 63, 25c value, Page One).

Among the  forerunners  of writing,  pictographic  and
ideographic  writing  are  the  most  widely  used  forms  of
writing. Such writing is best represented by the American
Indians (Scott 61, 15c value, Page One). A more advanced
fom of writing is the logography or word signs found on
the clay ledger tablets from Uruk in Sumer (Scott 62, 20c
value, Page One). These signs were limited to the expres-
sion of numerals, objects and personal names.

The need to express words and sounds that could not
be  adequately  indicated  by  pictures  or  combinations  of
pictures gave rise to the next stage of development, phone-
tization.  New possibilities were thus opened for the expres-
sion  of all  linguistic  forms,  no  matter  how  abstract,  by
means of written symbols.

The first full systems of writing originated in the civi-
lizations  that  extended  from  the  shores  of the  Mediter-
ranean Sea to the Western Pacific, including Egypt and the
area sunounding the Aegean Sea.

These systems were as follows:
Sumerian in Mesopotamia
Proto-Elamite in Elam
Proto-Indic in the Indus Valley
Chinese in China
Egyptian in Egypt
Cretan in Crete and Greece
Hittite in Anatolia and Syria

3100 BC -75AD
3000 BC - 2200 BC
Around 2200 BC
1300 BC -present
3000 BC - 4cO AD
2000 BC - 1200 BC
1500 BC - 700 BC

The oldest system, Sumerian, developed in the basin of

FigtLre  Two.  Venda  64-67,  issued May  11,  1983.  lot,  hdus
Valley script 3000 B.C.; 20c, Sumerian Cuneiform 2000 B.C.;
25c, Eg)quam mcngly|ihics  1300 B.C.; 40c,  Chinese Hand-
scroll 1100 A.D.

the Tigris  and Euphrates Rivers,  and is called cuneiform
writing,  derived  from  the  Latin  word  cuneus,  meaning
wedge.  This  wedge-like  writing  had  developed  from  a
pictographic stage. The characteristic wedge shape is due
to  natural  pressure  of the  stylus  in the  clay.  Cuneifoml
writing was later also used on other materials such as stone
and metal.

The  eahiest  Uruk  writing  used  signs  limited  to  the
expression of numerals,  objects  and personal names. This
stage of writing is known as logography or word signs -a
writing form in which "ox" is represented by a picture of
an  ox.  A  later development was  the  evolution  of a  sec-
ondary association of the word sign, c.g.  a picture of the
sun could also stand for "bright", "white" or "day".

The need for adequate representation of proper names
finally led to phonetization.  This principle spread rapidly
and led to the expression of au nnguistic foms by means of
written symbols. These symbols had to be standardized in
order to be generally understood. This required the framing
of rules, and the actual learning of the forms and principles
Of writing.

Like cuneiform, the Chinese too had a "square script"
around the first century AD.  This  script,  as the Hebrew
scriptura  quadrata,  may  have  arisen  as  a  result  of the
difficulties in incising rounded forms into wood.

The  origins  of Egyptian writing  are  not  as  clear  as
those of sumerian. It appears to have been a word-syllabic
system throughout its history.  The more  decorative form
known as  hieroglyphics was  used chiefly for display pur-
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and Aramaic,  as well  as to  the South-West Semitic  lan-
guages nke North Arabic, South Arabic and Ethiopic.

Proto-Sinaitic inscriptions from about 1600 -  1500 BC
;onsist of a limited number of signs  and  are pictorial in
character. From approximately the same period but extend-
ing up to about 1100 BC, are the proto-Palestinian texts of
which  the  later  inscriptions  are  mainly  linear.  From
Phoenicia came,  around  1000 BC,  the  earliest Byblos  in-
scriptions  written  in  a  system  composed  of twenty-two
signs purely nnear in appearance. Of all the various Semitic
attempts made in the second  millennium BC to  create a
new writing  system,  this  was  by  far the most  successful.
Phoenician, Palestinian and Aramaic are three of the main
subdivisions of Semitic writing derived from this system.

The  fourth  subdivision,  represented  by  South-Arabic
writing, can only indirectly be derived from the Phoenician
prototype. It consists of twenty-nine signs, seven more than
in  Phoenician.  South-Arabic  characters  are  all  linear,  as
can be seen on the I lc stamp.

The Phoenician writing depicted on the 25c stamp is a
detail from an inscription found in Cyprus. The 30c stamp
features an extract from an Aramaic inscription of Barrakib
of Zincirli.  The  50c  stamp  shows  an  excerpt  from  the
inscription on a Moabite memorial stone, which describes
the military triumphs of Mesha, King of Moab, over Omri,
King of Israel.  This  writing is  classified under the Pales-
tinian  or  Canaanite  subgroup.  The  complete  Mesha  in-
scription is depicted on the commemorative envelope.

There exists a great similarity of form and number of
igns  between  the  Phoenician,  Palestinian  and  Aramaic

writing systems. The letter A or aleph used as a motif in the
date-stamp,  is  a good  example  of a  common  character-
fomi found in all three systems.

The set of stamps on the first day cover below depicts
the evolution of the Roman alphabet.

By 1000 BC at least one Phoenician alphabet system of
thirty  symbols  existed,  each  representing  a  single  conso-
nant.  Sometime before 850 BC twenty-four of these sym-
bols were adopted by the Greeks and modified to meet the
needs of the Greek language. Certain symbols were used to
represent  vowels  instead  of the  Phoenician  consonants.
Aleph,  an  aspirate  in  Phoenician,  was  converted  to  the
vowel a and renamed alpha. Our word alphabet is derived
from the first two Greek letters, alpha and beta.

By  400  BC  Greek-Ionic  script  had  replaced  all  the
Phoenician  variations.  Initially,  the  Greeks  wrote  with
brushes  in  horizontal  lines  from  right  to  left.  With  the
development of reed pens,  writing from left to right was
found  to  be  easier  since  the  hand  of the writer  did  not
obscure the writing. Before the Greeks finally adopted this
method they wrote in lines that ran alternately in opposite
directions.  The characters were reversed in the returning
nne.  This form of writing was known as boustrophedon,
meaning "as an ox turns in ploughing", a reference to the
back-and-forth movement of a plough across a field. The
Greeks  wrote  on  papyrus,  veuum  and  wax  tablcts.  The
early writing on papyrus was squared and angul
bling letter forms carved on stone,  as shown by
gogue inscription from AD 70 on the 20c stamp.

a#:esem-
Syna-

s style
eventually gave way to more rounded foms and informal
cursive writing styles.                                                       ,

The  Romans  began  occupying  the  land  around  the
RIver Tiber from about 1000 BC, but their development as
a  nation  progressed  slowly  and  was  interrupted  by  the
Etruscan invasion of Italy. Over 9000 Etruscan inscriptions
have been found but most of them are very short, such as

l¥ae HI.BFT]RT¥ ff i#FHFIENE
2Z,.€;,

Figure  Five.  Venda  76-79,  issued  April  10,  1986.
14c, EtrtLscan; 20c, Greck; 25c, Roman; 30c, Cyril-
lic,
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Slavic dialect used in their mission. A modified form of one
of  these  alphabets,  Cyrillic,  is  the  present-day  Russian
script.  This  simplified  Russian  alphabet  consists   of  33
characters.

In   1703  Peter  the  Great  founded  the  first  Russian
newspaper. The 40c stamp features a caption from a news-
paper of November 1723, meaning News or Information.

In contrast to the age-old scripts of other nations such
as the ancient Egyptians, the Babylonians and the Chinese,
Arabic  script (the  50c value  above) developed  at a much
later date. The Arabs were mainly a nomadic people who
rened  mostly  on  oral  transmission  for the  retention  and
communication of information.

Arabic belongs  to that group  of Semitic  alphabetical
scripts in which mainly the consonants are represented.  It
relates  most  directly to the Nabataean  script,  which was
itself derived from the Aramaic  script.  The earliest refer-
ence to Arabic script proper is under the name Jazm.  The
stiff and angular characteristics of the Jazm script and the
symmetrical letters  influenced the  development of the fa-
mous hieratic Kufic script used for copying the Koran.

One of the cursive scripts that developed is Thuluth, a
static and  somewhat monumental  script mainly  used for
decorative purposes in manuscripts and inscriptions.  This
stamp depicts the greeting As-Salamu 'Alaykum Q'eace be
upon you) in Thuluth.

jEDJ7loR'S IV07ES.. Venda has issued one other set in
the series History of writing, Scott numbers 209-12, issued
May 23,  1990. Four values, 21c, Calligraphy; 30c, Musical
Notation; 40c,  Computer Characters;  and 50c,  Television
Transmission via Satelite.  We may have this  at  a  future
time. The story stands alone without them.

I am (we are) especiauy indebted to Mr. Hein Botha
who has provided the scholarship for this ardcle and for the
series to  the Venda government.  I have  tried to  find his
name in biographical dictionaries and in archaeology ency-
clopedias  and  textbooks,  but  have  been  unsuccessful  to
date. I expect he is on the staff of one of the South African
universities and will continue the search for him.

I would also like to give my thanks to a stamp dealer in
Repubnc of South Affica who worked very hard to find this
whole sct for me and sent it out poste haste. If you have
need  of stamps  from  the  southern  pordon  of Africa,  it
would be wise to contact:

Fanie Buys
P. 0. Box 308
De Deur 1884
South Africa

And finally, this  article, or at least this  set of stamps,
would be a very great start on a one-frame or multi-frame
Display Class exhibit. And it could also be a great start for
another  specialty  in  your topical  collections.  The  stamps
here are only a tip of the iceberg as far as alphabet/writing
on  stamps  is  concerned.  And  we  haven't  even  started
tamng about the effects of the Rosetta Stone yct!

You  see  .   .   .  you  can't  scrap  away  a  single  layer
without another layer popping up. What a great lfe!

Footnotes to Niaux and
footste|.s to get there

By George Rohrer
When  I  congragulated  the editor  of our journal

upon  the  fine production  of the March  2000  issue I
mentioned that I had listed half a dozen caves on the
front page and abandoned them. A reader also noted
this  and  expressed  curiosity  about the  location  and
character of the cavems.

George graciously invited me to  fill the gap and
fouow up with pertinent information.  May I be for-
given  for  the  bits  of autobiography  in`cluded  in  the
nanative.
Lascaur

The  Cave  of Lascaux  in  the Valley  of the  Dor-
dogne was discovered in  1940. Lascaux was popular
from the very beginning and is one of the most famil-
iar names in decorated cavems. It attracted thousands
of visitors for more than twenty years.

My wife and I were privileged to visit the cavern
in  1957,  once  guided  by  one  of the  boys  who  had
made  the  discovery  and  once  with  another  of the
discoverers as guide.

Prehistorians were shocked to find algae growing
under the paint in several places. The cave was closed
in  1963  and  measures  were  taken  to  efiminate  and
control the problem.

There are no plans to reopen the cave.
Altamnira

The paintings in Altamira in Northern Spain were
discovered in 1879. Don Marceino de Sautuola, who
owned  the  property,  was  accused  of employing  an
ardst to paint the pictures.  He died in  1887 without
having the authenticity of the art generally accepted.

The  main  hall  with  its  twenty-four  polychrome
figures of bison and other animals on the ceiling was
caued the  "Sistine Chapel of Prehistory" by the great
prehistorian  the Abbe Henri Breufl.  The cave is  still
open but visitation is sdictly regulated.
Grotte Cosquer

The Grotte Cosquer on the Mediterranean coast
between Marseflle and Cassis was discovered by Jean
Cosquer,  a  diving  instructor.  One  day  he  found  an
opening thirty-six  meters below  the level of the  sea.
During the next few years he kept exploring the wa-
tery blackness  until  one day  he emerged into  an  air
pocket  175  meters  from  the  entrance.  During subse-
quent visits his light graduany revealed the presence of
cavepaintings.
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It is not surprising that few people have been to
the  cave.  It  requires  the  qualities  of a  diver  and  a
prehistorian with  diving skills  and much courage to
risk the muddy passage.

Members  of the  AIliance  Francaise  of Raleigh,
North Carolina were treated to a slide lecture by Jean
Cosquer in 1995.
Grotto Chauvet

In 1995 the French Ministry of culture announced

ga:e¥i°#¥d°Lthfem£#dcfeftfh°e¥e§::u:e:;uThth:T*
eastrm France.

Three experienced  apelunkers  exploring the  area
first  came  upon  the  passage  that  led  to  the  huge
cavern. The discoverers were careful not to distufo the
paintings  or  the  bones  and  footprints  on  the  floor.
The engravings  and paintings include some aninals
that have never been seen in any other cave.  Many
have been  dated at 30,000  -  32,000  years  BP,  older
than any other art yet found.

A Chauvet stamp was announced, but was never
issued because of a legal dispute.

The public win not be admitted in the foreseeable
future if ever.
Roumgrc

The Cave of Rouffignac is ten kilomctus south-
east of the vinage of Les Eyzies. On the fourth of July
two directors of museums of prehistory had aranged
to visit the cavern, and I was invited to tag along. The
wife of the man who farmed the property drove us in
a truck to the entrance of the cave.

Rouffignac is a very large cavern on three levels.
Because of the great number of mammoths pictured
inside it is called the "Grotte des Mammouths" .

At a gathering in the farmhouse for a snack after
the three hour visit I commented that this had been a
grand  way  to  celebrate  my  national  hdiday  a7ete
Nationale).  One of the men quipped  "Oh.  Today is
the fourteenth (le Quatorze) in America" .

The cave had not at that time been opened to the
pubnc. Since then a track has been instaued with an
electric car to accommodate visitors.
Pech-Mcrle

The huge cave of Pech-Merle is seventy-five kflo-
mcters  south of I+es  Eyzies.  Eighty meters  from the
present  entrance  the  visitors  come  to  the  "black
frieze"  with the outlines  of twenty-five animals.  On
the opposite wall are beautifully painted animals that
have been copied on postcards and posters.

In one room may be seen ten wed-defined human
footprints in the hardened clay.

iE

The cave  and its  museum  are near the  town  of
Cabrerets.
Font-de-Gin-e

Font-de-Gaume is one of the numerous caves and
shelters clustered around the village of I+es Eyzies in
southwest France  acclaimed the  "Capital of Prehis-
tory". Since the closing of Lascaux it has been much
visited by tourists.

The paintings  were  discovered  in  1901  and like
those of Altamira were suspect for years.

The  cave  is  reached  after  a  steep  seventy-foot
climb. Once inside, the visitor must squeeze through a
naITow passage cared the  "Rubicon".  Of the nearly
200 paintings and engravings the most familiar is the
pair of reindeer. The male on the left is nurzling the
face of the kneeling fei ............... I . .
male.     Unfortunately :
the   group   is    much.
faded and not nearly so
clear as on the canceha-
tion or the precanceled
stamp Scott 1722.

Among  the  critics

3,o5=-ng-CE
?=iliLES EYzd:S-e+ -TX"

who regarded the paint.................. ?
ings  of Font-de-Gaume  and  Altamira  as  fakes  was
Emile Cartailhac, professor of Prehistory at the Uni-
versity of Toulouse. The Atibe Henri Breuil and sev-
eral other believers persuaded Cartailhac to go with
them into Font-de-Gaume. They showed him where
several coneretions and stalactite formations had cov-
ered parts of the paintings. The professor was finany
convinced  and  one  year later published  his  famous
recantation "Mea Culpa d'un Sceptique".

After a visit to Font-de-Gaume and other caves in
the recton it is gratifying to return to Les Eyzies for
relaxation  and  a  superb  dirmer  in  the  Hetel  Cro-
Ma8non.
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Topical Exhibiting and Judging
of One-Frame Exhil)its

By Eileen Meicr

(Editor's Note: 'I'his is the third insta,llmanf on Etleen
Mieier's ewhiibit on the Tweive Lad)oas o€ HeTcndes. Each
revised version has earned her a higher level Of a;ward. In the
first few pangraphs here she nofers to Pages SiJc and Seven Of
fife A4lafflfe  isle  a/ Old  World  ArchaeoloSst.  Rcoczas
should have that story handy to rrfer to as she narrates her
changes.

Page 6, right hand column, 2/3s down the page:
Other problems  .  .  .  please remove  the words  "the
downward arrows need to be reversed as father pre-
cedes the son in the thematic text as arrows and text
agree„.

Add: There is no need for the years of issue above
the stamps as they have different values and colors.
Years of issue are used when one is doing a study of
an issue and the stamps are not easily identifiable to
the eye. For example same printing plates and ink but
differentpapr.

Page 7, bottom of right hand column: Please add
not fo text on the earlier page two, there were prob-
lens as I had NOT identified the stamp design sub-
jects above the stamps on this page.

Enclosing  my  fourth  version  of pages  two  and
three -which I showed at NTSS 1999 and earned a
Gchd A]ward. (Edior's Note: These are Pages Eleven and
Twehe Of this issue.)

This is probably my last article on this subject as I
prefer to answer specific questions from our exhibitor
membership in future issues of our publication.

My typewhter "died" so I bought a new one with
very different typefaces  so that the typeface for the-
matic, for phflatelic and for footnotes could easily be
determined by the viewer. This trend is widely used at
the intrmational level as the judges  have very little
time to read and study each entry.

The mounts that I was using were from an earlier
exhibit "The Olympian Gods" and they looked tired.
So I changed the color and used new mounts through-
out the exhibit to give it a fresh look.

In reference to the first page  of "Why"  chapter
®ere on Page  11):  I added thematic text to  stamps
whose design was not easily identified.

Removed price from postal card front. As card is
buff and price is in light pencil I had not noticed it
before.

Doing an exhibit over gives one an opportunity to
restudy each page and to make conections to improve
each page.

On the second page of the "Why" chapter (IIere
on Page 12): To make the thematic clearer I changed
the first paragraph of text.

I added  the Monaco  Hercules postmark as  it is
harder  to  obtain  than  the  Greek booklet.  In pagan
times,  Heroules  was  the  patron  hero  guardian  of
Monaco.

Just realized that philatelic order of items does not
agree with the thematic text order. Before exhibiting
again I win change whteup to read, "Hercules, as an
mecttimate  son  of Zeus  was  the  subject to  Hera's*
jealousy„.

With the footnote to read, "*Goddess of mariage
and whe of Zeus" .

Even a Gold medal exhibit can be improved.
Again thematic captions are placed` above stamps

whose designs are not easily identified.
I hope to revise the exhfoit again and try  for a

Platinum  at NTSS  2001.  For ten years  I  have been
searching for six items which fit into this exhibit and I
hope to find them this year.

I am thinking of eliminating page two - as the
good item on the page the Greek postal card shows
Hermes not Hercules. I also continue to get negative
comments about the use of the Paraguay stamp.

I plan to use page three as page two. I hope to add
a new page three using Greek booklet cover to explain
that  the  official  chronological  order  of  Hercules'
labors was set by the metropes of the Zeus Temple at
Olympia.

The room at the bottom of the page will be de-
voted to where Hercules performed his labors. Read-
ers of the Plan might not be famiHar where the Pelo-
ponnese, Outside Pelopormese and Ends of the Earth
geographic trms were used by the ancient Greeks.

A good newspaper story tens the reader the Who,
What, Why, When and Where of a story so I hope
these changes in development of theme win improve
my exhibit.

I would be  happy to  hear the comments of our
readership on these changes. Please drop me a line at
PO Box 369, Palmyra, Virginia, 22962.
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WHY       DID       HERCULES
PERFORM   THE   LABORS?

Hercules  was  the  son  of  the  chief  Greek  god,   Zeus   (Jupiter)   8  the
mortal   Queen  Alcemene,   who   Hermes   (Mercury)   helped   him   seduce.

Seduction

I  Hercules
Y

ZOO

POSTE  VATICANE
1J~\O|~\cOO
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The    messenger    god     Hermes
brought  Hercules  to    Olympus
where  Zeus  placed   him  on   his
wife.*     Hera     (Juno),'s     breast.
Awaking,     the  goddess  angrily
pushed  Hercules away;  her milk
spraying  across  the  heavens to
become  the  Milky  Way.

*  Goddess  of  Marriag.e
Sheet

5  1epta  extra  postage  added  to
cover  foreign  rate  pf  10  lepta.
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As  an   illegitimate  son  of  Zeus,   Hercules  was  subject  to   Hera's  jealousy.   She
caused   him  to  go  mad  and   kill   his  family.     When  sanity   returned  he  went  to
the  Oracle  at  Delphi;   to  ask  how  to  atone  for  his  dreadful   deed.   The  Oracle
ordered   Hercules  to  perform  Twelve  Labors  in   12  years  for     King  Eyrytheus
who  was  his  first  cousin  and  a  favorite  of  Hera.
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TABLETS/SCRIBES

Revised handbook brings
archaeology up-to-date
The Third Edition of j4rt;fe¢ao/og); is now in the book-

stores and it really should be in your nbrary.
This is the standard handbook covering au phases of

archaeology, top to bottom, fathest antiquty to tomorrow,
written by Cohi R€nfrew and Paul Bahn. The book con-
tains  640 pages  and has  over 600 iuustratious  and is cur-

rently  avanable  at  spe-
cial prices to members of
the History Book Club.
iinyone  with  any  kind
of  arcbaeology  maga-
zinc  in  their  home  has
fumbled with  the  card-
board   insert   offchng
membership in the His-
tory Book club.

Every now and again
we need to return briefly
to the basic concepts of
archacology  and  where
we  stand  in relation to

the  whole-world  picture.  The  book  takes  us  there  very
graciously in the Introduction. Renfrew and Bahn remind
ds that "Alchaeology is the `past tense of cultural anthro-
pology.' Whereas cultural anthropologists will often base
their condusious on the expchence of actually living within
contemporary communities, archaeologists study past soci-
eties primarily through their material remains - the build-
ings,  tools,  and  other  artifacts  that  constitute  what  is
known as the material culture left over from former soci-
eties." I guess one of the reasons why I have such a hard
time separating "Old World" from "New World" in terms
of "Archaeology" is that we share so much with so many
other peoples from the standpoint of anthropology and its
subfields  archaeology,  cultural  anthropology,  linguistics
and paleontology. We all stareed togcher many millions of
years ago in a land all pretty mush bunched togcther. And
today we have never nved in a smaller world or one more
closely knit.

If you feel your knowledge of archaeology method and
practice has become outdated, then this book will bring you
right up to speed in a thoroughly interesting and insightful
marmer.  Throughout the book case  studies  and  digs  are
explained and iuustrated. All the new dating methods are
explained.  What works,  what doesn't,  how  accurate  are
they, etc. DNA has over 20 cmtries in the index.

The book alone is a superb volume on the discipline we
enjoy, but the addition of the 80-page bibnography, glos-
sary, and index  makes it a tremendous resource to have in
our home.

If I could have only one book on archaeology -this is
the one it would be. But I'm glad I have more than one.

NEI^/ WORLD  DIGS

The recent issue of the newsletter for Meso-American
Archaeology  Study  Unit  (masthead  above)  reports  on  a
beautiful  issue  from  Costa  RIca  on  gold  coins  and gold
artwork. Chris Moser, editor of the newsletter, provided an
in-depth rapor[ on the process used forming the gold arti-
facts.

We are also indebted to MASU for the artwork below
of the  recently  issued  sheet  of stamps  of paleontology
subjects issued by Palau.

This issue also contains part five in the series,  "South
American  Archaeology  on  Stamps  of the  World".  This
section covers Colombia quite extensively.

Membership dues  are $8.00 per year and requests  for
membership  should  be  sent  to:  Chris  L.  Moser,  MASU
Seeretray-Treasurer, P. 0. Box 1442, RIverside, CA 92502-
1442. The study group also maintains two web sites:

www.masu.web.com
www.codexfilatelica.web.com

Palaq 546 sheet of 20 issued March 15, Z000 commorates
20th Centt.ry IIfscovcries About Prehistoric Life. The shcct is
langc size, measuring 8t/2 x 7" and does not scan very well in a
reduced format. Wc may try again with the actual sheet in a
future edition. The staaps arc all 20c values with the fouow-
ing designs: a, Australorithednes; b, Australopithednc slmll;
c, Home habilis; d, Hand axe; e, Home hahilis slmll; f, Lucy,
Australapithcdnc skclcton; g, Archaic Hobo sapiens slmll; h,
"apithidnc slmll; i, Homo crcctus; j , Woed ht.t; I, Atistralo-
pithedre cthopsis slmll; I, Dawn Of maliHnd; in, Home sapi-
cns slmll; n,  Taung 1)al)y's shll; o,  Homo erecfus slmll;  |i,
Iouis Lcakey (1903-72), paleontologist; q, Ncandrfual slmll;
r,  Neanderthal;  a,  Evolution of the fcoc  t,  Raymond Dart
(1893-1988) , paleontologist.
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DOING  RESEARCH -

Information
is awaflab]e -
locating it is
the chanenge
Somedmes the process of writing

a  story  takes  us  down  some  very
convoluted paths before we get to the
end.  But  that's  what  keeps  stamp
collecting - and editing - afive for
us.  Such is the case in the gathering
of new  issues  for this  quarter's  O/d
Wchd,archaeologist.

Over 150 pages of new issue lists
from Lim's,  Scott Stamp Monthly,
Great Britain's  Stamps,  and  Stamp
Collector were studied line-by-line in
search of anything that might pertain
to archaeology.

One of the items appearing was a notice of a sct from
Tadjikistan  (Scott  14549a)  mendoning  a  set  of artifacts
from the Samanid Dynasty.

Well,  I  had no  idea at all  about when or where the
Samanid I}masty took place. I even wondered if it was a
typographical error and should have been Samarkand,  or
Samaria, or Sumer, or whatever. So it was time to hit the
books.

My first quest is usually in the index of The Cainbridge
Eneyclopedia  of Archaeology.  And I  scored  right  away
because  they  had  a  page  concerning  Islam  cultures  and
pardoularly  mentioned  pottery  advances  made  by  the
Samanids. So I then lmew the word Samanid was correct

I then checked two large size atlases  of archaeology,
but came up blank on them.  They both seem to be nice
gee-whiz coffee table books, but are a little thin on depth.

Then  I  decided  to  go  to Encyclopa=dia  Britannica.  I
can remember as a little kid, lugging around those humon-
gously heavy encyclopedias every time we moved, for my
dad  maintained  that EB  was  the  world's  best  source  of
infomation.

But I don't have to lug them around anymore. For a
unbelievably low price of $5.00 per month the EB is on my
computer through the intemct. I clicked on my EB button
and  when  the  home  page  came  up  typed  in  Samanid.
You're one jump ahead of me,  aren't you? So you know
that an essay popped up with the whole  story,  including
several other linlrs to the subject, and an outline to use for
fiirther study.

Now all I had to do was get the set of stamps and the
souvenir sheet.

That  pathway  was  convoluted  as  well.  I  looked  for

Page Ill

dealers in the Dealer-to-Dealer catalog, checked ads in the
stamp  newspapers,   and  finally  decided  `to  go  to  eBay
auctiorLs and see if any sets from Tadjikistan were listed.

A couple of recent sets were listed so I sent an e-mail
off to  the  dealer  who  lived  in  Latvia.  He  didn't  have     `
14549a  but  referred  me  to  a  dealer  in  St.  Petersburg,
Russia, This dealer had the set and we completed the deal.
In fact this Russia dealer had a web page with many former
USSR countries fisted and you can check his stock out very
easily.  Both  these  dealers  are  highly  recommended  and
their names and e-mail addresses are attached at the end.

The  above  souvenir  sheet  arrived ty  registered  mail
Monday, July 3rd - only a few days before this issue went
to the post office. The sheet is continuous and I've left the
perforations on the edges so you can ten where the sheets
were joined together.

So  .  .  .  about the  Samanids? Here's the  story mostly
from the EncyclopaBdia Britannica on-tine.

The  Samanid D}masty (AD  819-999),  the  first native
dynasty to arise in Iran after the Muslim Arab conquest,
was  renowned  for  the  impulse  that  it  gave  to  Iranian
national sentiment and learning.

The four grandsons of the dynasty's founder, Saman-
Khoda, had been rewarded with provinces for their faithful
service to  the  'Abbasid  caliph  al-Ma'mun:  Nuh  obtained
Samarkand;  Ahmad,  Fergana;  Yahya,  Shash;  and Elvas,
Herat. Ahmad's son Nasr became governor of Trausoxania
in  875,  but  it  was  his  brother  and  successor,  Isma'il  I
(892-907), who overthrew the Saffarids in Khorasan (900)
and the Zaydites of Tabaristan, thus estabnshing a semiau-
tonomous  rule  over  Transoxania  and  Khorasan,  with     `~
Bukhara as his capital. (See map bottom right on Page 15.)
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Under the loosely centrahized feudal government of the
Samanids,  Transoxania  and  Khorasan prospered,  with  a
notable expansion of industry and commerce,  attested by
the  use  of Samanid  silver  coins  as  currency  throughout
northern Asia. The main cities of samarkand and Bukhara
became cultural centers. Persian literature flourished in the
works of the poets Rudald and Ferdowsi, philosophy and
history were encouraged,  and the foundations  of Iranian
Islamic culture were laid.

The most important contribution of the Samanid age
to  Islamic  art  is  the  pottery  produced  at  Nishapur  and
Samarkand.  (See  blocks  of  four  above.)  The  Samanids
developed  a  technique  known  as  slip  painting:  mixing
semi fluid clay (ship) with their colors to prevent the designs
from running when fired with the thin fluid glazes used at
that time. Bowls and simple plates were the most common
forms  made  by  Samanid  potters.  The  potters  employed
stynzed  Sasanian  motifs  such  as  horsemen,  birds,  lions,
and  bulls'  heads,  as  weu  as  Arabic  calligraphic  design.
Polychrome  pieces  usually  had  a  buff or  red  body  with
designs  of  several  colors,  bright  yenows,  greens,  black.
purples,  and reds being the most common.  Many pottery
pieces were  produced at Nishapur,  however,  with  only  a
single  nne  on  a  white  background.  The  art  of  brorEe
casting  and  other forms  of metalwork  also  flourished  at
Nishapur throughout the Samahid period.

Although  few  Samanid  buildings  have  survived,  a
mausoleum   of  lsma'il  the   Samanid,   still   standing  in
Bukhara  (souvenir  sheet  pordon  of the  whole  sheet  pic-
tured top of Page Fourteen),  shows the originanty of the
architecture  of the  era.  The  perfectly  symmetrical  mau-
soleum is coustnicted endrely of brick; brick is also used to

fomi  decorative  patterns   in  relieft
based  on  the  position  and  direction
of each architectural unit.

From    the    mid-loth    century,
Samanid  power  was  gradually  un-
dermined, economicauy by the inter-
ruption  of  the  northern  trade  and
politicany by a  struggle with a  con-
federation   of   disaffected    nobles.
Weakened,   the  Samanids   became
vulnerable to pressure from the rising
Turkish powers in Central Asia  and
Afghani-stan.  Nuh  11  (976-997),  to
rctain at least nominal control, con-
firmed Sebuktigin,  a former Turkish
slave,  as  semi-independent  ruler  of
Ghazna          (modem          Ghazni ,
Afghanistan)  and appointed  his  son
Mahmud governor of Khorasan. But
the Turkish Qarakhanids,  who then
occupied the greater part of Transox-
ania,  allied  with  Mahmud  and  de-
posed the Samanid Mansur 11, taking
possession of Khorasan. Bukhara fen
in 999, and the last Samanid, Isma'il
11,  after  a  five-year  struggle  against

the Ghaznavid Mahmud and the Qarakhanids, was assas-
sinated in  1005.

So  the  upshot  of research  on  stamp  subjects  is  that
sometimes the path is short and direct .  .  .  other times it's
convoluted and seemingly never ends. But the satisfaction
getting there is a great reward, regardless of the trail.

And also, as is usual the case, the answer poses further
questions.
REsouRCEs:

Latvia Dealer
Maris Novermanis , E-mail: mard@apollo.Iv

St. Pct€rsl.urg Dealer
Oleg Vladimirski, E-mail: scollect-ov@mail.rcom.ru

Web site: www.Opel.com/st
The 0 in apel is a zero, not an oh
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NEW  DIOS
New issues from the last three months are listed here.

Sources  are  Linn's  Stamp News,  Scott  Stamp  Monthly,
Stamp Collector,  and Stamp Magazine a3ngland).  Light-
face  numbers  are  Scott catalog  numbers  and boldface  is
country and date of issue. The letters in parens at the end of
each listing indicate the type of stamp:

A = Sohd archaeology

8 = Ancient history

C = Paleontology

D = Anthropology/archaeology peripherals

Bulgaria -Now.15,1999 4114-18 sct of five showing
various gold arlfacts from Panagyurishte. (A)

Chad -  Sept.  10,  1999  806-810  set  of six  sheets  of
nine for millennium. Scott 806 shows Ming dynasty tombs,
808  marks  discovery  of Lascaux  cave  drawings,  others
show historical events. (D)

China - Mar.  7, 2000 Cultural relics,  dragons,  60f
jade dragon from neolithic age. (A)

Croatia - June 25,  1999 The Euphrasian Basilica,
Porec, Istria,  sheets of twelve, 4k. Byzantine-style mosaic
of 6th century showing Bishop Euphrasius holding model
of basilica, St. Maurus (first Bishop of porec) and fish, and
photographic view of cloister and tower. (A-B) (Obviously
the editor was a little confused, as often happens, whether
to list this item, whether the mosaics make it an archaeo-
logical  artifact,  or  whether  it  should just  remain  in  the
realm of ancient history.)

Croatia -Aiig. 23,  1999 Centenary of the discovery
of remains ®ones) of Neanderthal (old stone age) man at
Breig Husnjakova,  Krapina,  se-tenant composite  pairs  in
sheet  of 20.  1.80k  recent  reconstruction  of female,  skull
fragments,   stone   tools,   4.00k   Dragutin   Gorjanovic-
Kramberger, Groat geologist and natural scientist, discov-
erer of the bones August 23, 1899. (A)

Egy|)t - Dec.  10, 1999 Commemorates the awarding
of the Nobel Prize  for chemisqy to  Dr.  Ahmed  Zewail,
125p imperforate. Bacl§ground shows pyramids. (D)

Egypt - Jar. 2, 2000 Post Day printed in se-tenant
pairs  within  sheet,  20p  two  different  dctails  from  XIX
dynasty mural showing court scenes, not compostite, and
miniature sheet 125p " dynasty mural depicting Ramses
H riding war chariot with bowman. (A)

Egypt  -  Fcb.  28,  2000  125p  issue  for  Economic
Regional Conference shows pyramids. a))

Guinea -  Fcb.  18,  2000  Miuennium  set  featuring
Marco  Polo's  voyage  to  China,   17  se-tenant  200-franc
stamps, one features niins of saveh, Persia. a))

Japan -Oct. 28, 1999 Asyja and the Ishibutai Tomb,
prrfecture issue, Nara, issued in pairs, both 80¥.  Stynsed
birds over archaeoloScal site Cramoto Three Mountains)

and sun over 7th century stone tomb qshibutai). (A)

Japan -Now.  11,1999 Yoshinogari Archaeological
Site, prefecture issue, 80¥, shows photograph of site under
e.xcavation. (A)

Jordan -  Oct.  24,  2000  Cradle  of civilization  sets
with ten 100-fils, ten 200f, ten 300f for each of the following
sites:  Ajloun,  Amman,  baptism  sites,  historical  palaces,
Jerash, Madaba, Pella, Petra, Wadi Rumand Aqaba, Urn
Qais. (Are)

Germany -Feb.  17, 2000 Semi-postal set issued for
the promotion of sports in Germany. Four values:  Ilo+50
pf ancient  Greek and  modem boxers,  110+50  pf ancient
Greek  relief  and  modem  women  gymnasts  with  ban,
110+50 pf ancient Greek athlete (from ffieze) and modem
sprinters, 300+100 pf face and hands waving. a))

Guyana - Dcc. 20,  1999 3457-58 Millennium issue
sheet  of $35,  various themes  depicted including Anasazi
trade  center,  Seljuk  warrior,   Syrian  storage  jar,  others
mainly ancient history. a))

Korea  -  Oct.  2,   1999  1969  sheet  of  six  for  the
millennium showing prehistoric sites and ardfacts - pale-
orithic  ruins,  Chungok-ri;  neolithic  sites,  Amsa-dong;  ne-
orithic shell mound ruins, Tongsam-dong; dolmen, Pukon-
ri;  bronze  age  artifacts  and  ruins,  Songguk-ri  and  rock
carvings, Ulsan. Scott has reserved numbers expecting this
to be an expanding Set. (A)

Lcsotho -Dcc. 31, 19991221 Sheet of 17 celebrating
the  miuennium,  mostly  ancient  history  except  for  one
stamp depicting the Easter Island statues. (D)

Mongolia - Feb.  12,  2000 Miuennium issue  of 17
se-tenant 300-mung stamps,  one showing skuus represent-
ing evolution of man Neanderthal to modem man. (C)

Tajikistan - Aug.  1999  14549a Set,  S/S  depicting
artifacts  from  the  Samanid  dynasty.  30rub,  non  figure;
50rub,  round  item;   100rub,  item  with  handles;  270rub,
three figurines;  500  rub  souvenir sheet.  (A)  Sc€ Do;.#g Re-
search on Pages 14-15.

Tunisia - Aprfu 22, 2000 Set issued featuring archae-
ological sites and monuments.  loom,  17th century section
from Ka]laline with floral and palm leaf pattern; 110m, 9th
century aghlabide plate; 250m, water temple of Zaghouan;
500m,  ships  from 3rd century Ulysses  and sirens  mosaic.
(A)

Yugoslavia - Nov.  19,  1999 2460  Booklet pane  of
seven  plus  two  labels  featuring the  millennium  with  the
following designs: 6d, Roman altars, statue of Jupiter; 6d,
sculpture  of Emporer  Trajan  and  army  leaders,  mosaic,
lamp,  lead  mirror;  6d,  mosaic  of Dionysius,  arch;  6d,
Hagia  Sophia,  mosaic  of Madonna  and  Child,  Emporer
Coustandne;   6d,   large  cross,   candle,   fibula,   pot;   6d,
church, manuscript; lsd, nativity and crucifixion of christ,
boats, famers. (A)
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AKnFACTS  oN  THE  BID  BOARD
No,  not  reany.  We  subscribe  wholeheartedly  to  the

ethics of leaving ardfacts in the groundt in the country, and
in  the  museum.  But  we're  talldng  stamps  here  -  and
buying  and  sening  is  the  name  of the  game.  These  are
stamps that appear in the pages of this newsletter or have
arrived from the editor's topical dealer, or items that have
been purchased on eBay dy the editor because he can make
a story with them. None of the stamps from signed stories
are available, however.

We'll try this out for awhile. If you see a set you want,
write  down  the  Lot  Number  and  send  it  in  a  letter  or
postcard to the editor with your bid. All of these stamps
were purchased by the editor at his  own expense but all
proceeds,   including   cost   and   everything,   will   go   to
OWASU.  If you  are  notified  that  you  are  the  wirming
bidder, you will send your check directly to the treasurer.
1'11 know who was the  highest bidder and  send them the
stamps. This generates a rme extra income for the study
group and that ought to make you feel good too.

Lot4
Scott 1696-97

Lot 1 - Schliemann joint issue, Page Two.
Lot 2 -Samanid I}masty, Page 14-15.
Lot 3 - YAR S/S, Page 20
Lot 4 -Egypt 1696-97
Lot 5 -Egypt C238
Lot 6 -Egypt C237
Lot 7 -Egypt C231
Lot 8 -Egypt 1678
Lot 9 -Egypt 152 lA plus some friends
Lot 10 -Egypt 1412a
Lot 11 -Egypt 1097-98
Lot 12 -Egypt 154749
Lot 13 -Afghanistan 1456-62, Page 18
Lot 14 -Albania 2155-58, Page 19
Lot 15 -Vatican 3414 FDC, Page 19
Lot 16 -Bulgaria 2486-91, Page 19

I.ot 10
141Za

Lot 12
154749
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sTAMps  AND  sroRIEs

Doun to
the sea in
Ancient

Ships
This colorm set
of ancient boats

was issued By
Afghanistan in

1997. Scott nun-
bcrs arc 1456rfz.
The 400af value
shoms a Hamsc-
atic cog; 600af

Northcm Etlrope
drunond; 800af
Venetian cargo

ship; loooaf
Northm Euqu

-chant dip;
izoo Lrfu Rue-

sian war ship;
1500afGenon

-drt ship;
and 4000af sou-

vcr shcct
Egyptian --

cram shi|i.

Want to do a little reseal.ch yoursene Then identify this set!
RELP! The editor is just plain in a rut tr]ring to identfy

the  items  pictured on this Lebanon set.  The text  on the
stamps reads "Vestiges du Hemel".

When I enter Hermel in my search base I get negative
responses. When I join Hemel with Lebanon or Pheoni-
cia, I get a host of answers but none that mention Hermel.

I have looked at some l890s maps of the area and find
an EI Hurmul,  apparently a fairly significant dty in the

vaney  between  the  Lebanon  Mountains  and  the  Anti-
Lebanon Mountains in  Syria.  This  is from  a  1895  Rand
MCNauy atlas.

Where  exactly is  Hermel,  what is  its  archaeological
significance, what are the ardfacts pictured, and anything
else you can find out. The winner gcts the set as a prize,
and their report printed in this prestigious joumal!

So the quest is on.
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Albania 21S5-58, issued
Fcb. 25, 1985. The set fea-
tues archaeological discov-
cries from myria. Dcstgns
on the stanqrs arc: 15q Iron
Age watr container; 80q
I-ngtta woman's head,
6th-7tl eenttiry BC; 1.20L
Aphrodife, bust, 3rd cen-
tny BC; I.7oL NIke,
bronze statpc, lst-Zed ccn-
tqryAD.

Rmutcr, many times the cachet is as inqrortant as the staiDps. This is Vatim 34114, isstLed Scptuter 25, 1962
for the Sirfu Congres Of Christian Ardacology, Ravenna, Italy. The ZOL and 70L chow Sts. Peter

and Paul, the 40L and looL ``Thc hvindrle Cress", rcfiof fro sarcaphagus.

Btlgaria Z486-91 is-
sued Arm z6, 1978 for

the Pthflarmdia
mflat€If€ Exhibtion.

Stamps chow aerads
from de second nd
foqrdi outuries. 2s
goddes; 5s dud Of

bearded -; 138 vase;
23s vase; 35s head Of

Snenus; 5ts cods
Silenus, . wise dcdri-

god Of the pastqucs,
was "onysus' tcacher
and devoted counsellor

in Greek nrythology.
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SuRFAtcE Sukw
YAIt stiunp item
nearly overlooked

One  of  the  editor's  daily
searches   on   the   internet   is
"archaeology"    on   my   eBay

page.  This  area lets  me search
au of eBay's millions of auction
items-stamps, books, and oth-
erwise-for  any  item  with  the
word archaeology  in  either the
title or the description.

Several   days   ago   I   was
checking  the  lists  and  saw  an
item risked as "YAR Persia Art".
I  passed  it right by  for  several
items . . . and then it hit me that
the Persia art could be of interest
even  thougiv  the  Yemen  Arab
Republic was not . . . but I better
check anyway.

And as soon as I brougivt up the item and saw the image, my first thought of the winged horse was of the
Ishtar Gate, but then I realized I was off the mark there - other than being at the same general area of the
world. I put a good bid in for the two souvenir sheets (imperf and pero and won them, knowing qey, and a little
bit of research, would help fill a page. Checking the intrmet for more infomation I went to the Eneyclopaedia
Brfuinnica and asked it to search for winged horses. They found 1200+ endies for the subject, but the first one

up was Pegasus and I settled on that one.
After  clicking  on  "Pegasus",  the  EB  sent  the  picture  at  left  of

Beueropen  with  his  horse  Pegasus.  Pegasus,  in  Greek  mythology,  a
winged horse that sprang from the blood of the Gorgon Medusa as she
was beheaded ty the hero Perseus. With Athena's help,  another Greek
hero, Beuerophon captured Pegasus and rode him first in his fight with
the Chimera and later while he was  taking vengeance on  Stheneboea,
who  had  falsely  accused  Beneraphon.  Subsequently  Bellerophon  at-
tempted  to  fly with  Pegasus  to  heaven.  The  winged  horse  became  a
consteuation and the servant of Zeus.

The story of Pegasus is a favorite theme in Greek art and riterature,
and  in  late  antiquity.  Peagsus'  soaring  flight  was  intequeted  as  an
anegory of the soul's immortanty, according to EB.

Other species of winged aninals are prevalent in antiquity/archaeol-
ogy/mythology - from wings on gargoyles, to fions, to humans. Even as
we watch a movie on tdevision we are almost trodden ty a white winged
horse coming into our nving room from one of the movie producers. And
of course, some of us can even remember the Flying A horse of older
gasothe days! Can't we?

Oh . . . I never did look at the "Persia Art" on the souvenir sheet.

And coming in Septelmber . . .
We'n have articles on the Indus Civilization and mosaies on stamps. Do you have some that would be of

intast to us? Also we'u cover a great variety of subjects,  with  many more iuustrations  of archaeological    ~-
subjects on stamps, both new issues and old . . . and some news about the two meetings held in July and August.
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